
In the event that a Community is aware of and has access to better available information on a 
previously designated flooding source, then the CWCB allows for that undesignated information 
to be used for regulatory purposes if it is to the same or greater level of detail as the previously 
designated information,  it meets one of the following conditions, and the Community 
ultimately obtains Designation and Approval: 

A. For FEMA or locally designated floodplains, the new mapping is more restrictive and has 
been technically reviewed and approved by the Community, and the Community has 
informed all impacted property owners of the change; or 

B. For locally designated floodplains, the new mapping is less restrictive and has been 
technically reviewed and approved by the Community and the Community has informed 
all impacted property owners of the change; or    

C. For FEMA designated floodplains, the new mapping is less restrictive and has been 
approved by FEMA through a LOMR/PMR process and the new mapping (or FIS/FIRM?) 
has become effective. 

 

Communities may need to formally adopt this information through their local adoption process. 
The Community will ultimately obtain Designation and Approval (of the new information and is 
encouraged to submit updates on an annual basis.)  Communities are encouraged to submit 
changes to designated floodplains on an annual basis for Designation and Approval.   

Marsha Hilmes-Robinson
Not sure what terminology you want to use here.

Stacey Thompson
CWCB designated floodplains, or just designated floodplains?  

Stacey Thompson
CWCB?  Or just designated floodplains?

Marsha Hilmes-Robinson
Do we need this for a less restrictive situation?

Stacey Thompson
Good question

Marsha Hilmes-Robinson
I'm not sure if this is needed because the FEMA LOMRs get designated by CWCB anyway. 

Stacey Thompson
I would expect that community ordinance/floodplain regulations apply to FEMA FIRMs and LOMRs thereto, and in some cases PMRs thereto.  The Rules state that LOMRs may be designated twice annually.  Is there an authorization “gap” if not yet designated, or is it more of a formality?  I think this is helpful to include to be clear that a community cannot regulate to less restrictive information until it becomes effective.  I think we are covered with more restrictive info in paragraph “A”.  

Stacey Thompson
Should this be included in the preceding paragraph as part of the conditions to use undesignated info?  Suggested change above.  

Stacey Thompson
Suggested revision.  Is annual submittal CWCB preference?  Should it say “Community approved changes”…?  


